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We study the effects of horizons on the entanglement harvested between two Unruh-DeWitt
detectors via the use of moving mirrors with and without strict horizons. The entanglement reveals
the sensitivity of the entanglement harvested to the global dynamics of the trajectories disclosing
aspects of the effect that global information loss (where incoming massless scalar field modes from
past null infinity cannot reach right future null infinity) has on local particle detectors. We also
show that entanglement harvesting is insensitive to the sign of emitted radiation flux.
I. INTRODUCTION
Investigating the nature of horizons has a well-
established history of revealing interesting physics. Per-
haps the most prominent example is the Schwarzschild
event horizon [1] which helped confirm the existence of
black holes. Studies using quantum field theory in curved
spacetime revealed that the presence of horizons generi-
cally is accompanied by particle production; indeed par-
ticle creation is a fundamental phenomenon in curved
spacetimes [2, 3], but can also take place in flat space-
times in the frame of uniformly accelerated observers
[4, 5], whose access to information is limited by their
associated Rindler horizons. For a static black hole at
late-times, the spectrum of the produced particles is that
of a thermal blackbody [6]. While resolving certain co-
nundrums as to the role of the second law of thermody-
namics, this phenomenon raises new paradoxes that have
yet to be resolved [7].
While it is known that particles are often created in
entangled pairs, quantifying entanglement in quantum
fields is not at all straightforward. An operational ap-
proach that is proving to be quite fruitful is entanglement
harvesting [8, 9], which has its roots in the observation
that atoms initialized as uncorrelated states can become
entangled after some time due to the global nature of field
correlators [10]. The extraction of entanglement from the
quantum vacuum has a number of interesting applica-
tions, including distinguishing a thermal bath from an ex-
panding universe at the same temperature [11], probing
the topology of spacetime [12], the discovery of separabil-
ity islands (isolated regions of spacetime where harvest-
ing is not possible) in anti-de Sitter spacetime [13, 14],
and the demonstration that black holes have ‘entangle-
ment shadows’ (a region about the black hole where en-
tanglement extraction is extinguished) [15].
∗ wcong@uwaterloo.ca
Studying quantum entanglement in dynamical set-
tings, for example during gravitational collapse, is con-
siderably more difficult. A useful theoretical laboratory
for studying such settings is that of mirror spacetimes, pi-
oneered in [16, 17]. The Dirichlet boundary condition im-
posed on the moving mirror in (1+1) dimensions mimics
the effect of gravity, but avoids the complications of extra
dimensions, or curvature. This idealized setting allows
one to more tractably compute results and gain physical
insight into the various phenomena [18]. For example,
certain limits of generic mirror trajectories can yield ther-
mal responses [19] as well as model a Schwarzschild black
hole collapse from a null shell [20, 21]. More recently a
study of entanglement harvesting from the vacuum of a
massless scalar field in (1 + 1) dimensions [22] in moving
mirror spacetimes indicated that entanglement shadows
similar to those found for black holes [15] were present,
and that the harvesting process was sensitive to the mir-
ror trajectory, providing strong evidence that local detec-
tor measurements can distinguish between a collapsing
black hole spacetime and an eternal black hole space-
time. Experimental observations [23] and recent propos-
als [24, 25] of the dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) further
motivate the use of mirror spacetimes to study aspects
of particle creation in quantum field theory.
The most popular mirror model studied in the litera-
ture is an initially inertial mirror that starts to accelerate
to the left at t = 0 and becomes asymptotically null, with
dx/dt → −1 as t → ∞. The appeal of this mirror lies
in its late time exactly thermal radiation, which arises
thanks to the presence of a horizon. However, such hori-
zon mirrors demonstrate numerous pathologies, such as
infinite particle count, infinite energy and divergent en-
tropy flux (see e.g. [26–29]).
In a succinct fashion, we ask here the question:
Does the presence of a horizon substantially affect
entanglement harvesting?
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2To do this, we study a family of mirror trajectories,
parameterised by ξ ∈ [0, 1], the asymptotic speed of the
mirror. A horizon is present only when ξ = 1. While the
existence of an horizon can be inferred from the entan-
glement harvested from the detectors, we find that the
process is somewhat subtle. For all ξ < 1 mirrors, the
amount of entanglement between two detectors switched
on for a finite time interval at some coordinate time T
always asymptotes to finite values at large T . In con-
trast, that between two detectors when ξ = 1 does not;
we show numerically that for a certain parameter choice,
it increases linearly with time at large T .
As a bonus, since horizonless mirrors must emit nega-
tive energy flux (as we prove via Eq. (13) in Sec. II B),
and the horizon-possessing Schwarzshild mirror [21] does
not emit negative radiation; distinguishing between hori-
zon and horizonless trajectories via harvesting can tell us
about whether or not the associated entanglement mea-
sure can act as a probe into the nature of negative energy
flux (NEF) [30].
The outline of our paper is as follows: We introduce the
set-up of entanglement harvesting with Unruh-DeWitt
(UDW) detectors in Sec. I A, and a class of horizonless
mirrors that correspond to black hole collapse but evolve
at ultra-late times to remnant states in Sec. I B. We then
discuss the results in Sec. II, with an emphasis on the
effect of the horizon on concurrence with respect to the
death zone in Sec. II A. In Sec. II B, we prove NEF must
be emitted by all horizonless mirrors and demonstrate
the insensitivity of concurrence to the sign. In Sec. III,
we conclude. Units are ~ = c = 1.
A. Entanglement Harvesting with UDW detectors
The Unruh-DeWitt (UDW) detector model describes
the interaction of a two level quantum system (the detec-
tor) with the quantum field. In this paper, we are inter-
ested in studying two identical detectors, which will be
labelled as j = A,B. To describe the interaction between
the detectors and the field, let µˆj(τ) = e
iΩτ σˆ+j +e
−iΩτ σˆ−j
denote the monopole moments of the detectors, with
σ+j = |e〉〈g|, σ−j = |g〉〈e| being the ladder operators, Ω
the energy gap of the detectors and τ the proper time of
the detectors. Since the space is flat and the detectors are
both inertial, they have identical proper time. In terms
of these, the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction
picture is given by
HjI (τ) = λχj(τ)µˆj(τ)⊗ φˆ(xj(τ)) , j = A,B . (1)
Here, χj(τ) is a switching function that controls the
strength of the interaction over time, φˆ(xj(τ)) is the field
operator evaluated along the trajectories xj(τ) of the de-
tectors and λ is the detector-field coupling strength.
If we initiate the detectors in their ground states and
the field in the vacuum state then at the end of the inter-
action via (1), there is a non-zero probability of finding
the detectors in their excited states. This probability
depends on the background spacetime and can be used
to extract non-local information about the the spacetime
[2, 12, 31–33]. Furthermore, the two detectors can be-
come entangled at the end of the interaction even though
there was no direct interaction between them. The de-
tectors are said to have harvested entanglement from the
field. The amount of entanglement between the detectors
can be quantified by the concurrence C of the end state
of the detectors. This can be computed using standard
perturbation theory, perturbing in λ, and the result is
[12]
C(ρAB) = 2 max
{
0, |X| −
√
PAPB
}
+O(λ4) . (2)
In this expression, Pj is the excitation probability of the
detectors and X is a measure of their (non-local) corre-
lation. To leading order in λ, they are
X = −λ2
∫∫
dt dt′χA(t)χB(t′)e−iΩ(t+t
′)
[
Θ(t′ − t)W (xA(t), xB(t′)) + Θ(t− t′)W (xB(t′), xA(t))
]
, (3)
P = λ2
∫∫
dt dt′χ(t)χ(t′)e−iΩ(t−t
′)W (x(t), x(t′)) , (4)
where W (x, x′) = 〈0|φˆ(x)φˆ(x′)|0〉 is the pullback of the
Wightman function to the detector trajectories and Θ(·)
is the Heaviside step function. In this paper, we will be
using a compact switching χ(τ),
χ(τ) =
{
cos4(η(τ − T )) , − pi2η < τ − T < pi2η
0 , otherwise,
(5)
which peaks at τ = T and is zero outside the interval
[T − pi2η , T + pi2η ]. It has a shape similar to a Gaus-
sian switching function used in previous investigations
[34, 35], and ensures that the detectors cannot be causally
influenced by the late-time state of the mirror.
3B. Asymptotically drifting mirrors
The moving mirror [2, 16, 17, 36] is an accelerated
boundary in flat spacetime that perfectly reflects field
modes, creating particles that carry energy, with a sim-
ilar production mechanism as that of light from black
holes. The mirror itself is a Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion imposed on the field equation of motion. Often, the
trajectory of the mirror is expressed in null coordinates,
u = t − x and v = t + x, due to the simplification as-
sociated with incorporating the dynamics into the field
modes and their Doppler shift. The mirror trajectory we
will be working with is v = p(u), with
p(u) = u+
ξ
κ
log
[
1 + ξ
2
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(vH−u)
1+ξ
)]
, (6)
where W (·) is the product-log function. The parameter ξ
represents the asymptotic final future speed of the mirror,
while κ parametrizes how fast this speed is achieved (it
sets the scale of the system). The last parameter vH
simply translates the mirror trajectory in time along the
t axis. This is seen more easily by writing the mirror
trajectory as
xm(t) = ξ(vH − t)− ξ
2κ
W
(
2e2κ(vH−t)
)
. (7)
When ξ < 1, the mirror drifts at constant velocity in
the far future; the trajectory is an asymptotic inertial
version of the asymptotically null “black hole collapse
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FIG. 1. The trajectory, Eq. (6), plotted in a Penrose confor-
mal diagram. Here κ = 1 and ξ = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 0.99
respectively. The horizon location vH = 0. Notice that the
mirror never forms a strict horizon as long as ξ < 1: all left-
moving modes ultimately reflect and become right-movers.
trajectory” (BHC), which is obtained by setting1 ξ = 1
in Eq. (6),
p(u)BHC = vH − 1
κ
W (e−κ(u−vH)). (8)
This trajectory has a one-to-one correspondence with the
canonical case of time dependent particle creation from
a collapsing star (null shell) [20]. When ξ = 1, v = vH
corresponds to the location of the horizon of the mirror.
This is the line beyond which left moving wave modes will
reach I+L instead of I+R . The presence of a strict horizon
signals information loss, as an observer on the right will
never see information about the field modes that never
get reflected. These field modes are analogous to those
that get trapped in a black hole, reaching the singularity,
never to return again. Left moving modes that do reflect
are analogous to those waves that flow through the center
of the collapsing star to eventually escape, reaching an
outside observer. In the extreme horizon case, an eter-
nally drifting mirror at the speed of light proves to belong
to the trivial case of inertial eternal constant velocity tra-
jectories that do not radiate (see Appendix A).
II. RESULTS
A. Effect of horizon on concurrence
The BHC mirror has been shown to give rise to an en-
tanglement shadow (or ‘death zone’ [32]), similar to what
was observed outside the (2 + 1)D BTZ black hole [15].
While this seemed like an interesting correspondence be-
tween two scenarios when horizons are present, we find
that in the mirror case, the death zone is not directly
due to the presence of an horizon – it is present even for
mirrors with ξ < 1.
Let us be more specific. Consider the scenario in which
detector A (respectively B), placed at a fixed x = xA
(xB) to the right of the mirror, is switched on with the
switching (5), peaking at some time t = T . As explained
in the previous section, the two detectors can become
entangled at the end of the interaction. In [32], it was
found that as dA = xA−xm(T ) decreases (i.e., as detector
A gets closer to the mirror) while keeping the detector
separation ∆x = xB−xA fixed, concurrence will decrease
until it reaches 0 at some critical dA. In other words,
for a given mirror and fixed η, T , ∆x and Ω, there is a
minimal dA below which it is impossible to entangle the
detectors. This region is the entanglement death zone.
The purple curve in the top left plot of Fig. 2 illustrates
this for ξ = 1. However, the death zone is not unique
to this BHC mirror. For example, when ξ = 0.7 (blue),
a death zone also exists. In fact we have checked that
1 An eternal drifting light speed boundary produces zero particles
as derived in Appendix A.
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FIG. 2. Effect of the parameter ξ. The parameter ξ represents the asymptotic speed of the mirror moving to the left at late
times. For ξ = 1, the mirror is asymptotically null and an “horizon” appears at v = 0. In the figures here, we investigate
the effect of increasing ξ on the concurrence between two UDW detectors. Top: Plots of concurrence against dA at times
T = 0.1, 0.4, 1. The results at T = 0.1 are similar to that obtained previously in [32], namely at small dA, there is an
entanglement death zone with zero concurrence, while the concurrence increases to some peak before asymptoting to some
constant value at large dA. However, we note that the death zone is present even for the ξ < 1 mirrors, indicating that it is not
a feature unique to mirrors with horizons. At a later time T = 0.4, we see a revival of the concurrence near the mirror when
ξ is close to 1. Indeed, at T = 1, we see that the death zone disappears completely for the ξ = 1 mirror. Middle/Bottom:
Plots of concurrence against T for various dA. Note that the curves for ξ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 on the middle leftmost plot overlaps on
the T -axis, corresponding to the fact that dA = 0.01 lies within the entanglement death zone for these mirrors. The parameters
used here are κ =
√
48pi, η = 23, Ω = 50 and ∆x = 0.05.
such entanglement death zones are present even when
the mirror is moving with constant, non-zero velocity,
and therefore may more generally be a characteristic of
non-static mirrors.
In addition, we observe a “revival” of entanglement
close to the mirror at later times. This is illustrated in
the T = 0.4 and T = 1 plots on the first row of Fig. 2: at
T = 0.4, there still exists regions of entanglement death
for all ξ values, but at T = 1, the death zone disappears
for near-null mirrors. At this T , we have checked numer-
ically that entanglement harvesting at dA = 0 becomes
possible, i.e. C > 0, when ξ & 0.9997.
From plotting C as a function of dA, we saw that a
revival in entanglement close to the mirror is possible at
intermediate times while the death zone can disappear
completely at late times. However, once again this is not
unique to the BHC mirror, since the same features are
observed for the ξ = 1− 10−10 mirror.
A distinct difference in behaviour arises when we con-
sider a second scenario: once again, the detector sepa-
ration ∆x is fixed but instead of varying dA, we fix this
and consider the effect of varying T . Some representative
cases are shown in the middle and bottom plots of Fig.
2. From these plots we see that while the concurrences
for ξ < 1 mirrors asymptote to finite values at large T ,
an asymptote does not seem to be present for the BHC
mirror. In all cases, the C in the BHC mirror spacetime
5seem to increase linearly at late times2. This is clearly
visible in the middle row of Fig. 2; it is also present in
the bottom row, though a longer plotting range in T is
required to more dramatically see the effect.
At late times, the mirrors approximately move at con-
stant speeds. It is thus natural to expect the large T
asymptote for the ξ < 1 cases to be equal to the con-
currence of detectors situated in spacetimes with mirrors
moving (eternally) at the corresponding constant speeds.
In fact, the dashed lines representing the asymptotic val-
ues of the different mirrors in Fig. 2 are obtained pre-
cisely in this way. We also show how this result can be
obtained analytically in Appendix B. Roughly speaking,
when ξ < 1, both the P and X terms have finite large
T limits, corresponding to the constant speed mirror P
and X values. This thus gives an asymptotic value for the
concurrence. However corresponding values for ξ = 1, do
not exist. As we show in the appendix, both P and X
→ ∞ at large T when ξ = 1. We note that the results
obtained are only valid to leading order in perturbation.
In particular, the apparent linear increase in P , |X| and
C in T for the ξ = 1 mirror at late times will not continue
indefinitely in the real world — perturbations of higher
orders will eventually be needed to accurately describe
the large T behaviour.
B. Negative stress energy
The trajectories with ξ < 1 of Eq. (6) have no hori-
zons. These are particularly interesting because they
give rise to negative stress-energy in certain spacetime
regions. In generic mirror spacetimes, the stress-energy
tensor is given by the Schwarzian derivative
F ≡ Tuu = − 1
24pi
{p(u), u} (9)
≡ − 1
24pi
[
p′′′(u)
p′(u)
− 3
2
(
p′′(u)
p′(u)
)2]
. (10)
A sum rule in proper time demonstrates that informa-
tion preservation implies negative energy flux emission.
The radiation emitted is calculated by the above Davies-
Fulling-Unruh formula where the reflecting boundary tra-
jectory has rapidity w(t) = tanh−1 x˙m(t) or w(u) =
1
2 ln p
′(u) = ln τ ′m(u). Expressing the motion in terms
of τm, the proper time of the mirror, the radiation flux
F , is simply
12piF (τm) = −w′′(τm)e2w(τm), (11)
demonstrating that jerking toward an observer at I +,
with +w′′(τm), yields negative energy flux. Integrating
2 Due to computational constraint, we checked this up to T ≈
30, where the UV regulator  in the Wightman function (see
Eqn. (B1) in Appendix) needs to be ∼ 10−320 for convergence.
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FIG. 3. Plot of energy flux, Eq. (9), F , against u, for the
trajectory Eq. (6) (blue) with κ =
√
48pi and ξ = 0.99. The
scale of the system, κ, is chosen so that thermal emission is at
F = 1 and a comparison with positive energy flux of the BHC
mirror, Eq. (8) (red), is illustrated. Negative energy flux is
radiated by the asymptotically inertial motion.
gives
12pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dτm e
−2w(τm)F (τm) = − w′|+∞−∞ . (12)
Since our mirror Eq. (6) always moves slower than the
speed of light (causality), even asymptotically, then w
becomes constant for τm → ±∞, and we obtain a sum
rule, ∫ ∞
−∞
dτm e
−2w(τm)F (τm) = 0. (13)
On the general principle of a universal asymptotic speed
limit that remains time-like (as τm → ∞, then w 6= ∞),
asymptotic horizonless mirrors will therefore radiate a
negative energy flux. Through the information-dynamics
relationship [37–39] w = −6S, the time-like restriction
corresponds to a pure state, i.e. the entanglement en-
tropy never diverges and unitary evolution implies nega-
tive energy flux. This has a correspondence with a black
hole system in terms of a transient increase in black hole
mass during evaporation, insofar as a spherically sym-
metric collapsing matter distribution can be described
by a two-dimensional massless conformal field theory,
neglecting backscattering, via the s-wave sector of the
Hawking radiation carrying the bulk of the radiated en-
ergy (see e.g. [40]).
A plot of flux versus delayed time u, of the current
trajectory is shown in Fig. 3 for κ =
√
48pi, ξ = 0.99,
which explicitly demonstrates this negative energy flux.
It is known that the experience of a particle detector
may not reflect the energy density given by the renor-
malised stress energy tensor except in special cases such
as in black hole radiation and in the Unruh effect [2]. In
these cases, the response of particle detectors are given
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FIG. 4. Insensitivity of concurrence to energy density sign
change. In the mirror spacetime, the energy density Ttt = Tuu
depends only on u and is constant on these null lines. This
is clearly reflected on the top plot, whose colour density in-
dicates the local energy density in the t/x plane. For the
ξ = 0.99 mirror (white trajectory) used here, the energy den-
sity changes from positive to negative at some intermediate u.
To investigate the impact of the change in sign on entangle-
ment harvesting, we consider a series of static detector pairs,
each switching on at different u values. The red bar on the
top figure shows an example of the spacetime support of the
switching function of detector A. The detector settings used
here are ∆τ = pi/η = 0.136,∆x = 0.05,Ω = 50, κ =
√
48pi,
and dA = 0.04 (black dashed). With this dA setting, de-
tector A passes from positive to negative energy density at
T ≈ 0.2095. The concurrence C against T plot is shown on
the bottom. We see that the concurrence varies smoothly
across T ≈ 0.2095, indicating that the concurrence is not di-
rectly affected by a change in the sign of energy density.
by a thermal spectrum. In this section, we investigate
whether the detector response is sensitive to the sign of
the energy density. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5.
As shown in Fig. 3, the energy density due to a ξ < 1
mirror becomes negative at some value of u. Therefore,
we consider a series of static detector pairs with each pair
switching on at different u values. This is done in Fig. 4.
The peaks of the switching function of the A detectors
are indicated by the black dashed lines on the top figure.
The contours on this figure scales according to the local
energy density. The plot of C against T is shown on
the bottom figure. The energy density experienced by
detector A changes sign at around T = 0.2095, indicated
on the figure by a vertical dashed line. We see that the
concurrence nonetheless varies smoothly across this line.
Instead of restricting to one mirror trajectory, we can
also compare the ξ < 1 mirror with the ξ = 1 mirror.
The latter radiates a thermal spectrum at late times,
and the energy density remains positive for all times.
This comparison is made in Fig. 5, where we looked at
the
√
PAPB against Ω and C against Ω graphs. Intu-
itively, we might expect negative energy density to in-
duce more de-excitation of particle detectors, resulting
in a shift in the peak of the
√
PAPB against Ω towards
negative Ω (PA is then interpreted as de-excitation prob-
ability). However, we see that this is not the case from
the left figures. In fact, both the blue (u = 0.53, negative
Tuu) and yellow (u = 0.15, positive Tuu) curves peak at
around the same Ω and share the same overall shape de-
spite a difference in magnitude that may be attributed to
a difference in dA and instantaneous mirror velocity. We
therefore conclude that the negative local energy densi-
ties in (1 + 1)D mirror spacetimes cannot be detected
from the entanglement harvested by UdW detectors.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the question raised in Sec. I by
investigating the effect of horizons on entanglement har-
vesting. Our approach was to merge the model of entan-
gled Unruh-Dewitt detectors in spacetime [12] and prop-
erties of an accelerating mirror spacetime with or without
a horizon [21]. We presented the difference between hori-
zonless mirrors and horizon mirrors (black hole collapse
mirrors) in two main respects: concurrence of harvested
entanglement and sensitivity of the detector to the sign
of radiated energy flux.
We find that concurrence can distinguish between the
global property of a dynamic spacetime containing a hori-
zon and one without. However, the effect is subtle and
harvesting without horizons does not dramatically affect
entanglement. The sudden death of entanglement oc-
curs for both horizon mirrors and horizonless mirrors, as
we depict in C − dA plots of Fig. 2. However for hori-
zon mirrors concurrence at small dA “revives” as time
increases. The most striking difference is illustrated in
Fig. 2: concurrence for horizonless mirrors asymptotes
to finite values at large T , but for horizon mirrors con-
currence evidently has no asymptote.
Moreover, we find that local energy flux has no sudden
direct consequence on entanglement. As is shown in Fig.
3, negative energy is radiated for a sub-light speed tra-
jectory, and we have demonstrated that NEF is present
for all asymptotically time-like mirrors via a sum rule in
proper time, Eq. (13). For asymptotically null trajecto-
ries, w →∞, there is no negative energy radiated. Nev-
ertheless, concurrence is insensitive to the appearance of
negative energy flux, which is illustrated in the results of
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 5. Insensitivity of detector excitation spectrum to the sign of the energy density. While the local energy density for
ξ = 0.99 mirror can be negative, that of the ξ = 1 mirror is always positive (see Fig. 3). It is known that the transition rate
of detectors exhibit a thermal spectrum at the temperature corresponding to that of the surrounding thermal radiation in the
case of black hole radiation and Unruh effect. Though we are unable to directly compute the spectrum of the detectors due
to the numeric nature of this work, we can nonetheless plot both Pj and |X| against Ω numerically to see how both depend
on the sign of the energy density. The two curves on each of these plots are obtained by respectively placing detector A at
u = 0.15, 0.53, which experiences a positive and negative energy density (for the ξ = 0.99 mirror). The detector settings are
∆τ = 0.136,∆x = 0.05,Ω = 50, κ =
√
48pi, xA = 0. The results for ξ = 0.99 (top) mirror shows that regardless of the sign
of the energy density, the noise (
√
PAPB), correlation and concurrence plots assume similar shapes. The differences in the
heights of the curves are not a result of the difference in sign of the energy density, since the same is also observed for the ξ = 1
(bottom) mirror (energy density positive everywhere).
It will be interesting for further studies to find out why
concurrence in the presence of horizons exhibits a death
zone that can “revive” at large T , which may depend
on properties of the horizon. Likewise, it will be even
more interesting to see what features of this study are
preserved in actual gravitational collapse.
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Appendix A: Constant Light Speed Boundary
The light speed mirror produces no particles. This is
most easily seen by computing the beta coefficient [21] in
the null-coordinate u:
βωω′ =
1
4pi
√
ωω′
∫ ∞
−∞
du e−iωu−iω
′p(ω′p′ − ω) (A1)
with p(u) = 1−v01+v0 u [19], where v0 is the drift speed of any
constant velocity mirror, in our light speed case, v0 = 1,
so that p(u) = 0. Therefore, our expression for beta
becomes
βωω′ ∼
∫ ∞
−∞
du e−iωu = 2piδ(ω) = 0, (A2)
where in the last step, positive frequency ω > 0 takes
care of the Dirac delta.
Appendix B: Asymptotic concurrence values for
ξ < 1 mirrors
Recall that in order to compute the concurrence, we
need to compute the probability P as well as a correlation
X. To explain the asymptotic behaviour, we only need to
look at P as the analysis for X will be similar. We have
8two ways to measure the probability “at time t = T”: we
can either directly impose χ(t) = cos4(η(t− T )), or shift
the trajectory down by T units by setting vH = −T .
These two methods are physically equivalent and yield
the same results, but we will use the second one to explain
the asymptotic behaviour in Fig. 2.
Using the second method, the dependence on T will
appear in the Wightman function, which is comprised of
four pieces of logarithmic functions [2]:
W (t, xd; t
′, xd) = − 1
4pi
log
[
(p(u)− p(u′)− i)(v − v′ − i)
(p(u)− v′ − i)(v − p(u′)− i)
]
,
(B1)
where v = p(u) parametrises the trajectory of the mirror.
Let us look at the first piece given by log
[
p(t−xd)−p(t′−
xd)−i
]
(recall that the Wightman function appearing in
Eq. (4) is evaluated along the detector trajectory). Since
we are placing the detector at some fixed dA away from
the mirror, where the distance is measured at time t = T ,
we set xd = xm(0, T ) + dA. Using the trajectory Eq. (6)
with vH = −T we have
p(t− xd)− p(t′ − xd)
=u+
ξ
κ
log
[
1 + ξ
2
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u)
1+ξ
)]− u′ − ξ
κ
log
[
1 + ξ
2
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u′)
1+ξ
)]
=t− t′ + ξ
κ
log
[
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u)
1+ξ
)]− ξ
κ
log
[
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u′)
1+ξ
)]
=t− t′ + ξ
κ
log
[
2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u)
1+ξ
]
− ξ
κ
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u)
1+ξ
)
− ξ
κ
log
[
2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u′)
1+ξ
]
+
ξ
κ
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u′)
1+ξ
)
=t− t′ − 2ξ(T + u)
1 + ξ
− ξ
κ
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u)
1+ξ
)
+
2ξ(T + u′)
1 + ξ
+
ξ
κ
W
( 2
1 + ξ
e
2κ(−T−u′)
1+ξ
)
, (B2)
where in going from the second to the third equality we
used the identity log[W (x)] = log[x] −W (x). Next, we
would like to take the T → ∞ limit. First, note that
u = t− xd = t− xm(T ) + dA. Meanwhile,
xm(T ) = −ξT − ξ
2κ
W
(
2e−2κT
)→ −ξT (B3)
since W (0) = 0. Making use of this fact again for the
terms involving W (·) in the previous equation, we have
p(t− xd)− p(t′ − xd)→ t− t′ − 2ξ(T + u)
1 + ξ
+
2ξ(T + u′)
1 + ξ
= t− t′ − 2ξ(u− u
′)
1 + ξ
=
(
1− 2ξ
1 + ξ
)
(t− t′) . (B4)
Hence, log
[
p(t − xd) − p(t′ − xd) − i
] → log[(1 −
2ξ
1+ξ
)
(t − t′) − i]. This asymptotic form coincides with
the piece contained in the Wightman function of a mirror
moving to the left at constant time-like speed ξ < 1 pass-
ing through the origin. The trajectory of such a mirror
is t = −ξx, or equivalently,
v = (1− 2ξ
1 + ξ
)u ≡ pc(u) . (B5)
Hence as promised, the corresponding piece log
[
pc(t −
xd)− pc(t′ − xd)− i
]
= log[
(
1− 2ξ1+ξ
)
(t− t′)− i] in the
Wightman function. Repeating this for each of the three
remaining pieces in eq. (B1), we will find that at large T ,
the Wightman function approaches that of the constant
speed mirror.
We have thus almost successfully explained the asymp-
totic value of concurrence of the time-like mirrors in Fig.
2. What is left is to show that the same happens for the
correlation X term, but it is almost completely the same
so we will omit the calcuation.
Finally, we attempt to investigate whether the con-
currence with a light-like mirror asymptote to a finite,
non-zero value. For any ξ < 1, the expression in eq. (B4)
equates to a finite value whenever t 6= t′. This gives
a finite P when the UV-regulator is taken to  → 0
at the end. However when ξ = 1, the expression in
eq. (B4) is identically zero for all t , t′ values, giving
log
[
p(t−xd)−p(t′−xd)− i
]→ log(−i) which diverges
in the limit → 0. Due to this behavior of the Wightman
function, an asymptotic value of P for large T does not
exist for ξ = 1. To investigate how the divergence occurs
when ξ = 1 at large T , we expand the terms involving the
W (·) functions in eq. (B2) to subleading order in e−κT :
9− 1
κ
W
(
eκ(−T−u)
)
+
1
κ
W
(
eκ(−T−u
′))
= − 1
κ
W
(
e−κT−κ(t+dA+T+
1
2κW
(
2e−2κT
))
+
1
κ
W
(
e−κT−κ(t
′+dA+T+ 12κW
(
2e−2κT
)
)
)
→ e
−2Tκ
κ
(eκ(dA−t
′) − eκ(dA−t)) +O(e−4Tκ) . (B6)
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FIG. 6. Linear increase in P and |X| for ξ = 1. The parame-
ters used here are κ =
√
48pi, η = 23, Ω = 50, dA = 0.01 and
∆x = 0.05.
Hence for the asymptotically light-like mirror, we have
log
[
p(t− xd)− p(t′ − xd)− i
] → log( e−2Tκκ (eκ(dA−t′) −
eκ(dA−t))− i) = −2κT +log( 1κ (eκ(dA−t
′)−eκ(dA−t))− i)
after a rescaling of the small parameter , which blows
up at large T . An example of the plot of PA and |X|
against T is shown in Fig. 6.
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